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Public Private Partnership (PPP)
Within the framework of the peanut oil production
and refining plant project, developed by LSF Capital
on behalf of a private Senegalese
investor/industry, the FIMELA town hall has made
available to us the 2,500 m² Léopold SEDAR
SENGHOR cultural centre in FIMELA. This centre
was renovated in November 2022 by LSF Capital
and will house the peanut oil production and
refining unit with a capacity of 15,000 litres per
day (initially). This partnership will allow the
Fimela town hall to have additional revenues. It
also helps to fight unemployment among the local
youth.

Structuring a salt refinery project 
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LSF Capital has established a model for developing impact
investment projects that is perfectly suited to our socio-
economic and cultural realities. This model is increasingly
attractive to local and international private investors. 
Therefore, as part of a mandate to structure a salt refinery
project in the Fatick region signed on 27 September 2022
between LSF Capital and a local private investor, we held a
meeting on 8 November 2022 with members of the
Palmarin women's economic interest group ( EIG), which
also includes the owners of salt wells in the area.
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Known for her impressive track record in impact investing
and philanthropy, Virginie ISSUMO joined the LSF Capital
team in November 2022 as a Senior Advisor.
With a law degree from the Catholic University of Louvain
(Belgium) and a Master's degree in Notary Public as well as
a diploma in Banking Law from the IFBL, Virginie has over
20 years of experience in Estate Planning in Italian and
French banks and 30 years of experience in the field of
impact philanthropy in Africa, Europe and the Middle East.
She is also Co-Founder of Green Mango Asbl and GM Private
Equity Fund.
On an ad hoc basis, Virginie is an independent director of
holding companies and philanthropic organizations and a
Trust Person for private offices based in Luxembourg.

The aim of this meeting was to initiate discussions
for a win-win partnership with a view to
safeguarding the supply of salt. As a reminder, LSF
Capital had placed an order for 70 tons of peanuts
with this same E.I.G. in June 2022. 

Meeting with RASIAT in Touba 
LSF Capital's investment team went to Touba on
November 10, 2022 to visit Mr. Ousmane DIAKHATE
and Mr. Abdourahmane FALL, respectively President
and Treasurer of RASIAT (Association of Industrial
and Agri-food Sector Actors of Touba). Within the
framework of this visit, LSF Capital was able to carry
out due-diligences which confirmed Touba's local
expertise in the assembly, installation and
maintenance of peanut oil extraction and production
machines.

Virginie ISSUMO, our new Senior Advisor 


